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The U.S. military is currently engaged in multiple campaigns against non-state entities throughout the world. "Islamic Fascists" are widely recognized as the U.S.’s enemy in the "War on Terror." This project examines the professed ideology of the current jihadist movement as well as historical, philosophical and ideological similarities between the extremists currently engaged in a campaign against western culture and the non-communist authoritarian regimes in Europe prior to and during World War II. The research reveals significant commonality between the movements and may show some insight into the movement's motivations and objectives.
ISLAMIC FASCISM: A REAL THREAT

More Than a Buzzword

Current problem: Islamist extremists are waging war on western culture and like in 1939 we fail to recognize the threat in front of us. The Islamist extremists share historical and ideological ties with previous fascist movements.

It is difficult to “wake-up the west” to understand the threat that is no longer at our doorstep but penetrating our society and way of life with the inculcated intent of either converting or killing us. This sleepwalking is aided by those who dismiss the threat before us.

Addressing the University of Michigan in 2003, film maker Michael Moore opined: “There is no terrorist threat to the United States. Yes there have been horrific acts of terrorism. Yes there will be terrorist acts again. That doesn’t mean there is some massive terrorist threat.”

In November 2006, United States Central Command’s General John Abizaid addressed the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University with:

We must defeat the extremism of bin Laden and his associated movement. It’s murderous. It’s ruthless. It’s very capable. It’s got strength as a network unlike any non-state actor has ever seen before. We’ve got to defeat it, Think of it as an opportunity to confront Fascism in 1920 if only we’d had the guts to do it then. I believe that if we don’t have guts enough to confront this ideology today we will move toward World War Three tomorrow.

Columnist J.D. Henderson rigorously criticized Abizaid and those who liken Al Qaeda and other Islamist extremists to Hitler and ideologically similar fascists of the World War II and prior period. Henderson’s criticism seems similar to those who didn’t take seriously the threat of Hitler and his fringe-extremists in the 1920’s and considered Winston Churchill a saber-rattling alarmist for criticizing Neville Chamberlain prior to World War II.

Those who dismiss very real threats much the same way the proverbial ostrich dismisses threats from its predators will be referred to as dismissives for this paper.

Spain’s former president, Jose Maria Aznar recognizes the long term nature of the threat Islamist extremists pose to western civilization. His wake up call addressed to Georgetown University in September 2004 received little attention. Aznar references Sun Tzu and implores the west to understand the threat it faces and know its enemy. Part of Aznar’s treatise states that in order to succeed in the war against extremists, the west must realize that it is in fact engaged in a war.

In order to contend with a threat, one must first recognize a threat exists, identify it, and then analyze it.
All other factors being equal, people who fail to recognize that a threat exists are more likely to be vulnerable to it. This vulnerability is what makes dismissive ideology another significant threat to western civilization.

Historical Perspective

German Fascist Beliefs

The strictest definition of fascism restricts the term’s use to just the Italian political party which emerged prior to World War II. This paper will use a more liberal definition which includes ideologically similar movements including the German Nazi Party of the 1920s, 30s and 40s.

The German fascists were far more racist than Italian Fascists. They believed in authoritarianism where the state dominated many facets of society. They displayed many socialist aspects. A common factor of many fascists of various nationalities is their propensity to follow the charismatic leader who puts a face on the movement.

The German fascists sought homogeneity. In addition to internal ethnic, political, and philosophical cleansing in their homeland, they felt dissatisfaction with existing political borders and acted to achieve a union of all Germans in a greater Germany. These fascists desired to keep close hold of the elements of power which directed the course of society and barred non-Germans from influence. After establishing the Reich, German fascists became less tolerant of diversity and more rigorously persecuted those with divergent characteristics and views.

German Fascists were opportunists who favored action over dogma. Although the Third Reich widely distributed its leader’s manifesto, Mien Kampf, many party activists privately admitted to not reading it.

Like current Islamist extremists, the German fascists claimed to elevate women to exalted roles, but relegated women to family roles. They also denounced cultures which held women as sex objects.

Those who sought ideological proliferation focused toward youth. Universities were cultural breeding grounds. Once in power, the regime started early to indoctrinate children. Youth groups and school curriculums included in ideological education.

Like the Moslem Brotherhood and other radical Islamist movements, people of all social status were represented in the German fascist movement.

Prior to assuming control, fascists were able to intimidate philosophically opposing actors. In addition to attacking culturally heterogeneous segments of society, they also attacked
divergent philosophy. In May 1933 student demonstrations burned works which they considered "un-German" which were contrary to Fascist ideology.  

Fascist Checklist  

Based on his research of traditional fascist movements, Robert Paxton offers a checklist of characteristics common to fascist movements. Across the board, fascist movements tend to:

Sense of overwhelming crisis beyond traditional solutions  

Primacy of the group to which one’s duties are superior to every right, whether collective or individual and subordination of the individual to it.  

Belief that the group is a victim, a sentiment that justifies any action sans moral or legal limits against its enemies internal and external.  

Dread of the group’s decline under the corrosive effects of individualistic liberalism, class conflict and alien influence.  

The need for closer integration of a purer community by consent if possible or by exclusionary violence if necessary.  

The need for authority by natural chiefs culminating in a chieftain who is capable of incarnating the group’s destiny.  

The beauty of violence and the efficacy of will when they are devoted to the group’s success.  

The right of the chosen people to dominate others without restraint from any kind of human or divine law, right being decided by the sole criterion of the group’s prowess within a Darwinian struggle.

Considering the above description of German fascists and Paxton’s checklist, subsequent sections of this paper will describe current radical Islamist movements. The similarities between historical fascists and Islamist extremists will show striking similarities.  

Relationship Between Nazi & Earlier Islamic Fascists  

Mufti of Palestine  

A mufti is an Islamic scholar who is an interpreter or expounder of Islamic law (Sharia), capable of issuing fataawa (plural of "fatwa" or non-binding legal opinion on Sharia). Mohammad Amin al-Husayni was born in Jerusalem and studied Islamic Law at Al-Azhar University in Cairo. He fled to Syria after the Nebi Musa Riots 04 to 07 April 1920 during which several people were killed and the Jewish Quarter was ransacked.  

Among their
desires, the protesters sought a unified Palestine and Syria. While in Syria, the British authority in Palestine sentenced al-Husayni to prison in absentia for instigating the 1920 Palestine Riots.

In 1921 Herbert Samuel, the British High Commissioner of Palestine replaced the recently deceased Mufti of Palestine with his brother Mohammad Amin al-Husayni naming him the Grand Mufti of Palestine. The Husayni clan held the Mufti of Jerusalem title for many generations. Overlooking his youth, radical tendencies and incomplete education by pardoning al-Husayni, Samuel made a cultural concession to the local populace.

Husayni had an extensive anti-Semitic and pan-Arab history. He helped organize a society called al-Nadia-al-Arabi, the Arab club, which had anti-Semitic tendencies. Prior to his Palestinian Nationalist phase, Al-Husayni supported those who would solidify Greater Syria as a Pan-Arab state.

Al-Husayni’s early support of pan-Arab nationalism demonstrates that Palestinian Nationalism is a relatively recent phenomena compared to ethnocentrism and anti-Semitism.

In 1936, al-Husayni helped found the Arab High Committee, which claimed to seek Arab independence. The committee’s activities subsequently morphed into riots and rebellion against British rule in Palestine, and eventually were financed largely by Hitler’s Germany. Husayni et al acted violently to protest British rule and Jewish immigration. Since at least 1937 al-Husayni sought a relationship with Hitler’s Germany. In 1937 he visited the German Consul General in Palestine and in 1938, the German fascists started providing greater military and financial supplies to Husayni’s Palestinian Arabs.

When the British suppressed the rebellion, Husayni and the other ring leaders fled to exile. The Mufti fled to Haram and then to Lebanon. In 1939 he relocated to Iraq where he enjoyed a high level of influence. In Iraq he stirred pro-Axis sentiments and called for jihad against Britain and her allies. Extremely enthusiastic in his pro-Axis support, Husayni advertised Germany as the savior of the Moslem world and Hitler as a descendant of the Prophet.

King Farouk hosted Italian radio technicians and equipment to relay intelligence to the Axis.

15 April 1941 King Farouk wrote a letter to Hitler seeking cooperation. 30 April, Hitler responded in a supportive manner and requested a confidential, trusted agent whom they agreed would be the Mufti.

In 1941 al-Husayni issued a fatwa calling for Muslims to join in jihad against “British aggression” which targeted the Muslim world. He then went to Germany where Hitler officially received him. Al-Husayni spent the rest of the war with his allies working as a propagandist and
recruiter. In 1943 he went to the Balkans to recruit Bosnian Muslims and raised divisions of
Waffen SS and other types of army. He also established schools to indoctrinate imams and
mullahs that would accompany Muslim soldiers fighting with the Germans.

After the war, al-Husayni was somewhat transient and eventually ended up in Egypt with
asylum.

In 1948, al-Husayni, while living in Syria, was instrumental in coordinating troops to fight
Zionists in Palestine and to train the Syrian army. These forces included Bosnian Muslims who
had become stateless after World War II and fugitive German soldiers.

Al-Husayni’s political and military influence waned somewhat between the 1948 Palestine
War and his death in Lebanon in 1974 but his followers include Yasser Arafat among others.

The Moslem Brotherhood shared a great deal with the Grand Mufti. It believed in
fundamental Islam and appreciated German Fascist ideology. When Marouf Dawalibi, chieftain
of the Syrian Moslem Brotherhood orchestrated al-Husayni’s escape from France and possible
prosecution for war crimes in 1946, he cemented their relationship.

Moslem Brotherhood

The Moslem Brotherhood slogan became "Allah is our goal; the Messenger is our model;
the Koran is our constitution; jihad is our means; and martyrdom in the way of Allah is our
aspiration." Variations in translation also yield: "Allah is our goal, Mohammed our leader, the
Koran our law, Jihad our path, death in the service of Allah our command". Or “The Quran is
our constitution. The prophet is our guide; and martyrdom for Allah is our greatest ambition”.

In 1928 Hassan al-Banna founded the Moslem Brotherhood. The society was a
theological, political, and social organization that sought an Islamic society based on Wahhabist
ideology. The Brotherhood’s stated objectives are building the Muslim individual, and family,
as well as building Muslim society, the Muslim state and a Khilafa or union of Muslim states.

Eventually the Brotherhood focused mostly on the political aspects of freeing the Muslim
homeland of European colonialism and establishing a unified Islamic State or Caliphate.
Other facets of the Brotherhood included a network of underground cells, who secretly bought
weapons, trained fighters, formed underground assassination squads, founded sleeper cells of
subversive supporters in the ranks of the army and police.

Hassan al-Banna articulated his vision with: “We want an Arabian United States with a
caliphate at its head and every Arab state subscribing wholeheartedly to the Koran. We must
return to the Koran, which preaches the good life, which forbids us to take bribes, to cheat, to kill
one’s brother. The laws of the Koran are suitable for all men at all times until the end of the world. This is the day and this is the time that the world needs Islam most.”

When World War II started, al-Banna solicited assistance from both Germany and Italy and during WWII al-Banna admired and allied himself with Hitler. Like al-Husayni the Grand Mufti of Palestine, these Arab extremists approved of the anti-Semitic and authoritarian aspects of Nazi fascism. Al-Banna’s movement even shared intelligence with the Germans during the war.

Saleh Harb Pasha, Egypt’s former minister of defense, leader of Young Muslim Association, member of the Arab League, and associate of al-Banna clearly favored German Fascist ideology when he said: “If Rommel had won, we would be independent now. If the Nazis and Fascists had won, they would have been friends to the whole Arab world. There would be no Zionist problem because there would be no Zionist Jews… or any Jews at all left.”

Aboul Saud, an academic at al Anzar University encourages observers to draw parallels between Islamic Fascism and other varieties of fascism with his statement: “You might describe Mohammedanism as a religious form of state socialism. The Koran gives the state the right to nationalize industry, distribute land, or expropriate property. It grants the ruler of the state unlimited powers, so long as he does not go against the Koran. The Koran is our personal as well as our political constitution.” Saud’s use of the term state socialism seems very similar to national socialism, or Nazism.

**Stated Jihadist Ideologies**

The Brotherhood: Philosophical Precursor to Al Qaeda.

Convinced of the Brotherhood’s role in the assassination of Prime Minister Mahmud Nuquashi government operatives assassinated al-Banna in 1949.

Sayid Qutb was an educator who was pursuing graduate work in the United States when al-Banna died. Prior to his American experience, Qutb was fairly progressive. Something about living and studying in the United States convinced him of the un-Islamic nature of the United States and helped turn him to radical Islam. When he returned to Egypt, Qutb became active in the Brotherhood, eventually rising to prominence in the movement.

Qutb was a prolific writer whose teachings are still in use among Islamist radicals. In 1965, the Egyptian government jailed Qutb along with thousands of Brotherhood members. Nasser’s government hanged Qutb along with a few other primary conspirators and eventually released most of the rest of the imprisoned members.
Zawahiri

Ayman al-Zawahiri was born to a prominent Egyptian family in 1951. His father was a professor at a prestigious medical school and his Great Uncle was the highly revered Grand Imam of Al-Azhar University. He joined the Brotherhood as a teenager and in addition to his activity in the Islamist underground, he was convicted and jailed in conjunction with Sadat’s assassination. Zawahiri experienced a catharsis in prison which prompted him to adopt more violent tendencies. Some apologists claim his change to more violent methodology resulted from the Egyptian’s harsh treatment including torture. Another theory holds that he spent a great deal of time with violent extremist fellow prisoners. Relatively moderate Muslims have a different perspective than do westerners. Zawahiri was convicted and jailed for storing weapons and explosives for the cells that assassinated Anwar Sadat. A long time family friend considered joining an underground group and facilitating terrorist attacks to be moderate because Zawahiri did not actually detonate bombs or fire weapons himself.

As a physician and long term philosophical Islamist, he migrated to Pakistan to provide aide during Soviet-Afghan War. While enjoying United States support, he recognized that the United States only supported the mujahideen as a proxy against the Soviet Union. He considered the Soviet invasion as a more immediate threat to the Muslim world but the United States was just as evil and he planned to deal with it after defeating the Soviets.

Al-Zawahiri met a fellow mujahideen named Usama bin Laden during the Soviet conflict. Although al-Zawahiri helped found Islamic Jihad to fight the Soviets, victory brought a new focus. In 1989, bin Laden founded Al Qaeda, in English: The Base. It merged with al-Zawahiri’s group and became an international network of Islamists seeking to rid Muslim lands of non-Muslim influence.

Usama bin Laden

Usama bin Laden was a Saudi Arabian citizen born to a fabulously wealthy, politically connected family. While working towards his degree in economics and public administration at King Abdul Aziz University in Jeddah Saudi Arabia, he became involved with the Moslem Brotherhood. Bin Laden had gained experience with demolitions while working with the family business. In the early 1980’s, he started making trips to Afghanistan and brought hundreds of tons of heavy construction equipment to support mujahideen efforts. He sponsored many projects including the construction of tunnels, roads and rudimentary hospitals. Eventually, bin Laden became more involved in operational matters and attained a degree of celebrity.
mentioned, after the mujahideen defeated the Soviets, bin Laden formed Al Qaeda and changed his focus from liberating Afghanistan to fomenting animosity towards the United States.

Usama bin Laden’s jihad movement seems to be motivated by grievances. He reiterates three substantive grievances and three grievances of principal. Professor John Jandora states the substantive grievances include: United States troop presence close to Mecca and Medina in Saudi Arabia; Israeli aggression in Palestine and a western conspiracy with unfavored mid-eastern governments to undervalue oil. The principals he considers to be at odds with the west are anti-materialism, anti-elitism, and anti-civic. All three of these principals can be tied back to his belief in Shari’ah’s or Islamic law’s supremacy over any legal, political, or social system devised by man.

Although he is completely devoid of theological credentials, bin Laden’s fatwas recount more than a thousand years of history and animosity against all people who are not Muslim. Bin Laden claims that his major grievance with the United States is western presence in Muslim lands, “The land of the two holy places” in particular. He also bears great animosity towards the Saudi government because its alliance with the United States and in his opinion its abandoning Shari’ah.

After belief, there is no duty more important than pushing the American enemy out of the holy land. Bin Laden considers any United States citizens to be legitimate targets. Even if people are not in the military or other government service, he believes that if they pay taxes or contribute to the United States economy in any way, or support the troops or government, they are adding to the United States’ war making ability. He puts his own spin on proportionality and discrimination.

In 2004, the Jordanian terrorist Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi pledged fealty to bin Laden and Al Qaeda. Zarqawi’s “Al Qaeda of the Two Rivers” (Iraq) actively targeted Shia as well as United States assets in Iraq. Bin Laden proclaimed: “If it is not possible to push back the enemy except by the collective movement of the Muslim people, then there is a duty on the Muslims to ignore the minor differences among themselves.” By ignoring bin Laden’s directive, Zarqawi demonstrated the opportunistic nature of a large portion of the radical Islamist movement, that is picking and choosing only which portions of theology and doctrine that support its secular desires; and the extremely narrow focus of their thinking in that any Muslims who do not completely agree with all facets of their ideology have voided their Islamic status.
What the Quran Says

The Quran requires Muslim warriors to “Fight in the way of Allah.” Among the tenants, this mandate calls for proportionality, target discrimination, humane treatment of non-combatants, and not instigating wars of aggression. Aside from passages encouraging victorious Muslims to ransom prisoners, nothing in the Quran specifically prescribes or proscribes harassing, torturing, or executing prisoners.

Islamic Extremists approach theological doctrine the way we (United States military) approach military doctrine. They selectively employ the parts which fit the way they see conducting operations without having read it or understood the concepts ahead of time.

Islamic fascists conveniently interpret the Quran’s prohibiting offensive war and maltreatment of non-combatants by defining persecution and combatants and non-combatants in ways which suit their agenda and methodology.

Al Qaeda sympathizer Sheikh Ali Bin Khodair Al-Khodhari issued a fatwa which defined all Americans as combatants using the rational that if individuals were not serving in the military, they would participate in the economy and add to the United States’ economic and military might. If that was not the case, Americans still failed to oppose the United States government and its policies thereby forfeiting their status as non-combatants.

The Caliphate

Actual

The historical Caliphate was an Islamic empire which spread from Spain to India. At its high water mark, the Caliphate also dominated half of France and parts of Italy. The Spaniards finally rolled the Caliphate out of Spain in 1492 and the end of World War I also brought the end of the Caliphate’s remnants, the Ottoman Empire.

As Described by Jihadist

Jihadi propagandists hold the Caliphate as a mystical golden age to which they want to return. Society, politics, and theology are rolled into one entity under the form of Islam espoused by the particular Jihadi. Jordanian Journalist Fouad Hussein details what he claims to be a long term Al Qaeda strategy in his relatively concise seven steps to a Caliphate.

The First Phase Known as "the awakening" -- this has already been carried out and was supposed to have lasted from 2000 to 2003, or more precisely from the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 in New York and Washington to the fall of Baghdad in 2003. The aim of the attacks of 9/11 was to provoke the US into declaring war on the Islamic world and thereby "awakening" Muslims. "The first phase was judged by the strategists and masterminds behind al-Qaida as very
successful," writes Hussein. "The battle field was opened up and the Americans and their allies became a closer and easier target." The terrorist network is also reported as being satisfied that its message can now be heard "everywhere."

**The Second Phase** "Opening Eyes" is, according to Hussein's definition, the period we are now in and should last until 2006. Hussein says the terrorists hope to make the western conspiracy aware of the "Islamic community." Hussein believes this is a phase in which al-Qaeda wants an organization to develop into a movement. The network is banking on recruiting young men during this period. Iraq should become the center for all global operations, with an "army" set up there and bases established in other Arabic states.

**The Third Phase** This is described as "Arising and Standing Up" and should last from 2007 to 2010. "There will be a focus on Syria," prophesies Hussein, based on what his sources told him. The fighting cadres are supposedly already prepared and some are in Iraq. Attacks on Turkey and -- even more explosive -- in Israel are predicted. Al-Qaeda's masterminds hope that attacks on Israel will help the terrorist group become a recognized organization. The author also believes that countries neighboring Iraq, such as Jordan, are also in danger.

**The Fourth Phase** Between 2010 and 2013, Hussein writes that al-Qaeda will aim to bring about the collapse of the hated Arabic governments. The estimate is that "the creeping loss of the regimes' power will lead to a steady growth in strength within al-Qaeda." At the same time attacks will be carried out against oil suppliers and the US economy will be targeted using cyber terrorism.

**The Fifth Phase** This will be the point at which an Islamic state, or caliphate, can be declared. The plan is that by this time, between 2013 and 2016, Western influence in the Islamic world will be so reduced and Israel weakened so much, that resistance will not be feared. Al-Qaeda hopes that by then the Islamic state will be able to bring about a new world order.

**The Sixth Phase** Hussein believes that from 2016 onwards there will a period of "total confrontation." As soon as the caliphate has been declared the "Islamic army" it will instigate the "fight between the believers and the non-believers" which has so often been predicted by Osama bin Laden.

**The Seventh Phase** This final stage is described as "definitive victory." Hussein writes that in the terrorists' eyes, because the rest of the world will be so beaten down by the "one-and-a-half billion Muslims," the caliphate will undoubtedly succeed. This phase should be completed by 2020, although the war shouldn't last longer than two years. 


Both Al Qaeda and the Moslem Brotherhood have articulated grand strategies which target democracy and western values.
All Muslims are not Jihadists

Define Jihad

The Arabic word jihad’s literal translation is struggle. Many Muslims consider jihad to be an internal struggle to become a better person and more completely embrace the will of God and the tenants of the religion.

The literal translation of Mien Kampf, Adolf Hitler’s manifesto, is “My Struggle.” Another interpretation of jihad, more specifically jihad bis saif or jihad of the sword, is Holy War or Harb al moqadasa. There are two varieties of jihad bis saif: war in defense of Muslim lands (protect the house of peace or Dar al Islam) and conquer the non-Muslim world (the house of war or Dar al Harb.) for Allah. Harabah is the Arabic word for war of intimidation. Some consider harabah to better describe radical Islamists’ efforts against the west than jihad. The media’s, including Arab language and western television, use of jihad rather than harabah may lend legitimacy to radical Islamist efforts in the eyes of more moderate sections of the Islamic world.

What’s Going on

Most Muslim people do not advocate violent extremist ideology. Some experts estimate the world’s Muslim population at approximately one billion, two hundred million people. These same experts estimate the percentage that is sympathetic to Muslim extremists at around ten to fifteen percent, which is still a very large number. They believe the percentage of Muslims who don’t actively espouse extremist ideology but hold anti-American and anti-Zionist beliefs to be significantly higher.

The 2006 Pew Global Attitude Survey shows that average citizens in predominantly Muslim countries have a perspective very different from the west. Overwhelmingly, they attribute negative characteristics to westerners at much higher percentages than do Muslims living in western countries. The percentage of negative perceptions held by Muslims living in predominantly Muslim countries dwarfs the percentage of negative perceptions that westerners hold of Muslims. This phenomenon could be the result of steady diet of propaganda and imbalanced media. One possible conclusion is that the extremists are wining the information campaign and are shifting the definition of moderate towards an extreme view. This difference in perception of cultures makes it difficult to universally apply a definition of extremist.

Factors other than definitions make it difficult to identify extremists. A universal greeting within the Arab world is: “Salaam alekieum”, or in English: “Peace be upon you.” Verse 25:63 of the Quran says “The faithful slaves of the Beneficent One are they who walk upon the earth modestly and when the foolish ones address them, answer “Peace.”
yields “The true followers of the Benevolent are those who walk the earth in humility and when
the ignorant address them, say “Peace””.72 Or “The true servants of the Merciful are those who
walk humbly on the earth and when ignorant people behave insolently towards them, say
“Peace to you.””73 People other than Islamist extremists must differentiate between people who
use the traditional greeting genuinely, and those who use it as part of an information operation.
The three translations show varying degrees of hostility to non-believers.

Many extremists claim to be moderate. Anjem Chouday al-Muhajiroun, head of the
London’s Society of Muslim Lawyers, claimed to be the first to condemn the September 11
terrorist attacks as illegitimate during western media coverage. Yet to a predominantly Muslim
audience he lauded the “magnificent nineteen.”74 The deceptive nature of some extremists
makes identifying and appropriately dealing with them more challenging.

Abd al Hamid al Ansari, former dean of the Islamic Law School at University of Qatar
considers media content which advocates hate and violence to encourage extremism and
violence in those who view it and recognizes the prevalence of hateful content in Arab language
satellite television news.75 If these broadcasts are the predominant news source many people,
al Ansari’s statement lends credence to the theory of perspectives shifting towards the extreme.

Access to television, radio, and cheap paperback versions of the Quran in numerous
languages contribute to fragmenting religious authority. The meaning of scripture no longer
needs to be interpreted by religious authorities but lies in the eye of the beholder. With direct
access, many Muslims do not feel compelled to defer to religious scholars.76

Many Muslims do not speak Arabic and some Muslim populations experience low literacy
rates. Islamic scholars have translated the Quran into many languages. Some current scholars
of Islam estimate that many Muslims are only minimally familiar with specific verses of the
Quran. They only memorized enough Arabic to recite the obligatory daily prayers and do not
understand the meanings of the Arabic words.77

Between the possible subtleties in translation and a large number of illiterate people
relying on an oral rendition, diverse interpretations of the Quran and Haddiths exist.

The diverse interpretations coupled with the absence of a universally accepted religious
authority make it easier for radicals to claim legitimacy while ignoring historical and literary
context. Radical Islamists exploit fragmented religious authority to justify their actions and wrap
themselves in a theological flag. These opportunists literally interpret select passages of the
Quran to justify their actions and recruit and manipulate others.78
In summary, the absence of universal definitions of moderate and extremist, a shifting perspective resulting from slanted media and the propagation of fragmented religious authority enable what the west considers to be extremist to gain legitimacy in the Muslim world.

Nazi Ideology Matches Islamist Fascist Ideology.

Figure 1: 1938 Germany

Figure 2: 2002 Egypt

Observers can draw numerous parallels between the German fascist movement and those of the radical Islamists in both ideology and actions. Figures 1 and 2 may have been drawn sixty eight years apart but both result from similar ideology. The principal difference between Islamic Fascists and those fascists many consider more traditional is that Islamic Fascists are not reacting to a malfunctioning democracy in their homeland. The German fascist practice of relegating heterogeneous elements of society to second class status parrots the Quranic axiom that allowed non-Muslim people of the book to exist in Muslim society as long as they paid additional taxes and accepted their subservient role. The concept of a greater Germany seems analogous to Pan-Arabism. The previously mentioned German fascists who hadn’t read their leader’s manifesto and were unfamiliar with their movement’s doctrine seem similar to the Muslims who haven’t read much of the Quran mentioned earlier. On September 30, 2005, the Danish newspaper Morgenavisen Jyllands-Posten published a series of political
cartoons which satirized radical Islamists. In October 2005, violent demonstrations erupted across the Muslim world including Islamic enclaves in western cities. The 2005 protests of the Danish cartoons seem reminiscent of the 1933 demonstrations against “un-German” art and literature.

Today’s fascists pose an even greater threat than those of a bygone era because they enjoy a significantly larger population and have access to great resources. Another advantage Islamist extremists have over the German fascists is their basic motivation. The German fascists appealed to nationalism. Today’s Islamic fascists claim to be on a divinely inspired mission which mandates all believers to participate.

Conclusion

Islamist fascists do not present a monolithic threat. If western civilization ignores the growing threat, it will only increase its capability and popular support. Islamic fascists’ history and ideology are intertwined with the fascists who plunged the globe into World War II. Islamic fascists are at least as committed to defeating western democracy. Many of today’s radical Islamists can trace their movements’ ideology back to al-Banna and al-Husayni and their affinity for German fascists. One of the biggest variables is the world’s roughly one billion person Muslim population which has not committed to extremism or western type democracy. Which ever movement obtains their support will possess a huge advantage in this conflict. Islamic fascists’ threat is real and if western civilization is to succeed, it must recognize the threat’s existence and take action to survive.
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